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NSTX-U

Background 

 
The Materials Analysis Particle 
Probe (MAPP) is an in situ 
characterization device  for 
diagnosing samples exposed to 
fusion reactor plasmas. 

 
Scientific Objective 
Correlate plasma 
performance to the 
chemical and 
compositional state of the 
plasma-facing surface 
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NSTX-U

Background 

Main Objectives of MAPP: 
•  In-vacuo analysis of materials exposed to plasma discharge. 
•  Provide immediate, shot-to-shot analysis. 
•  Remote Control interface. 
•  Operate within 12 min minimum between-shot time window+ 
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+This sequence can be modified if remote control of insertion/retraction is not available. Manual insertion 
(beginning of day) and retraction (end of day) must be performed then. Access to test cell required.
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Background 
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XPS
Identifies elemental
and chemical
composition.

ISS
Provides qualitative
identification of
surface species.

TDS
Provides information
of binding energies
and allows us to identify
desorption products.

DRS
Similar to ISS, but 
capable
of detecting low
Z such as H.

Sample Holder
•  Holds four samples.
•  Independent heating of each sample.
•  Quick release probe head.
•  Built in Molybdenum alloy to prevent
      unwanted sputtering.
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Initial results from LTX 

Plasma
Current

Plasma
Density

XPS
Spectrum

Baseline Scans
Ar glow cleaning followed by 

Li deposition
9 hours of Ar glow discharge

cleaning (ArGDC)
4 hours of additional ArGDC

with samples exposed
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Results from LTX and current status 

XPS scans of C-1s and O-1s photoelectron regions before and after MAPP sample 
exposure to an argon glow in LTX, showing the appearance of chemical shifts following the 
glow. M. Lucia et al Rev. Sci. Instrum.  85, 11D835 (2014)

Comparisons between lab experiments and MAPP, Taylor et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 2012

•  Energy resolution ~ 
1.5-2.5 eV 

•  Langmuir probes 
operational 

•  Thermal desorption 
spectroscopy 90% 
developed 

•  XPS operational 
•  Sputtering cleaning 

operational 
•  Temperature control of 

samples operational 

11D835-3 Lucia et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85, 11D835 (2014)

feedthrough to MAPP head are fixed on one end and rotating
on the other. They are long enough for a full rotation, but con-
tinued rotation in a single direction would break the electrical
connections. The remote operation system must be thus able
to prevent accidental over-rotation in a given direction.

To accomplish this, another VI control interface is un-
der development. The system will take inputs from micro-
switches located at seven of the eight Geneva drive positions.
By software linkage with the main control system, the oper-
ator will be able to determine which sample is at the super-
center and safely switch among them. With proper position-
ing of the micro-switches, the system can even report if any
mechanical problems arise in the Geneva drive.

D. LTX in situ XPS

The XPS capabilities on MAPP are fully operational and
have been successfully tested in dedicated experiments on
LTX.8 Photoelectron and Auger electron peaks are easily dis-
tinguishable, and quantitative analysis of peak areas has been
used to determine elemental composition fractions. Signal
levels are high enough to quantify even the low-cross section
Li-1s photoelectron peak with uniform Li coatings just a sin-
gle monolayer thick. Energy calibration has been performed
using the Au-4f photoelectron peak of a gold reference stan-
dard inserted through a supercenter-facing port. Intrinsic en-
ergy resolution, as determined by the FWHM of the Au-4f
photoelectron peak in the gold reference, has been measured
at 2.5 eV. This is sufficient to resolve some of the chemical
shifts; as seen in Fig. 2, in situ argon glow discharge expo-
sure experiments have led to appearance of peaks in the C-1s
and O-1s photoelectron spectra corresponding to Li–C–O and
Li–O bonding.

E. LTX in situ TDS

The TDS capabilities on MAPP have been tested in
a “manual” mode, where RGA and temperature data are
recorded separately while heater power is increased by a vari-
able autotransformer. These tests have demonstrated that the
MAPP hardware will allow satisfactory TDS analysis, so that
the system should work as designed once the software inter-
face is completed. MAPP now has heaters located beneath all

FIG. 2. XPS scans of C-1s and O-1s photoelectron regions before and after
MAPP sample exposure to an argon glow in LTX, showing the appearance of
chemical shifts following the glow.

four of the samples. Thermocouples placed inside the heater
stems are used to obtain the sample temperature after proper
calibration. Good thermal isolation between the samples has
been demonstrated, as each sample can reach its maximum
temperature of over 700 ◦C during a TDS run before any other
samples exceed 100 ◦C.

F. Onboard Langmuir probes

MAPP’s onboard Langmuir probes are fully operational
and providing local measurements of plasma electron tem-
perature and ion density. Probes have been swept at 2 kHz,
so plasma flux to the probe can be calculated with 500 µs
time resolution during plasma discharges. Temporal integra-
tion then provides total ion fluence over the entire discharge.

From these results, it is likely that LTX plasmas are not
intense enough to rapidly alter the sample surfaces, at least
at MAPP’s outboard midplane location. In the highest power
LTX discharges, MAPP’s onboard swept Langmuir probes
have measured an ion fluence of 1 × 1019 m−2, only a single
monolayer equivalent of hydrogen. By contrast, the center-
stack triple probes and visible fast camera suggest that LTX
plasmas have been limiting mainly on the centerstack. The
triple probes have measured a much larger ion fluence of
6 × 1020 m−2, which corresponds to a regime where plasma-
induced surface alterations have been observed.9

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The MAPP’s attachment to LTX has allowed for exten-
sive testing of all control and analysis systems. The XPS
analysis capability and the onboard Langmuir probes are fully
operational. TDS hardware has been successfully tested in a
non-automated mode and will be complete when controllable
by the software interface. The ion source remains under de-
velopment but should be ready for the start of in situ testing
within the next few months. Control systems for translational
and rotational motion are also in the final stages of develop-
ment. From the completed and ongoing testing, MAPP will be
prepared for full operation on NSTX-U in time for the start of
its first run campaign.
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NSTX-U

Motivation 

•  Boronization and 
Lithiumization improve 
plasma performance, 
however: 
–  Improvements are strongly 

dependent on: 
•  Time 
•  Plasma exposures 
•  Li passivation 
•  Li intercalation in graphite 

–  The effect of longer pulses 
has to be considered now 

•  On hydrogen retention 
•  On stability of the coatings 
•  On presence of impurities 

Maingi et al Nuclear Fusion (2011)

! 24! Figure 3 

! 29! Figure 8 
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NSTX-U

Objectives 

1.  Study and relate to plasma conditions the effect of 
boronization in NSTX-U.  

 
2.  Chemical characterization of the Boron/Lithium transition in 

NSTX-U first wall conditioning.  

3.  Study evolution of plasma performance as a function of Li 
deposited on graphite surfaces.  
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Proposed experiments 

Two graphite samples required (XPS and TDS) plus Au calibration 
sample. Remote insertion and retraction of probe required*. 
 
1.  Clean graphite: 

–  Obtain XPS baselines i.e. prior to boronization or plasma discharges 
–  Obtain XPS data after plasma discharges 
–  Step 2 can be repeated depending on the schedule of the machine. 

This set can be done in “piggyback” mode. 
–  Run TDS scan after last plasma exposure on TDS sample 

 
 
* If second requirement is not fulfilled, insertion can be done at beginning of day, retraction and 
data collection at end of the day. 
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Proposed experiments 

Same assumptions and requirements as in experiment 1 apply **. 
 
2.  Study of boronized surfaces 

–  Obtain XPS data after boronization procedures. 
–  Obtain XPS data after plasma discharges. 
–  Step two can be repeated depending on machine time availability. 

This step can be run in “piggyback” mode. 
–  Run TDS scan after last plasma exposure on TDS sample. 

 

 
** Can be equally modified in case remote insertion is not possible 
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Proposed experiments 

Assumptions and possible modifications apply as before 

3.  Study on Boron/Lithium transition 
 

–  Obtain XPS data after initial Li deposition (after a known amount of 
boron is deposited; e.g. amount of mg of TMB used) 

–  Obtain XPS data after plasma discharge 
–  Steps 1 and 2 can be repeated after each boron treatment, Li 

deposition or plasma discharge. 
–  Run TDS scan after last plasma exposure on TDS sample 
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Proposed experiments 

Same assumptions and potential modifications 
 
4.  Study of lithium coatings 
 

–  Obtain XPS data after Li deposition  
–  Obtain XPS data after plasma discharges (varying time of discharge 

vs OSP location) 
–  Steps 1 and 2 can be repeated after each deposition or plasma 

discharge. 
–  Run TDS scan after last plasma exposure on TDS sample 

 
 


